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Omega automatic for Chevrolet Auto Company with caliber 563 – Original box and 
papers

A pristine automatic original Omega in gold filled with screwed back case, with white dial 
with applied gold indices. Calendar comes at 3 o’clock. The movement has caliber 563, 
serial number 33550513, 17 jewels with engraved “Omega watch Co. Swiss”. The watch is 
in excellent condition with light wear. The crown shows little wear and has the Omega 
logo. The crystal is in good condition. Inside the case is engraved “Omega watch co” 
then KM6323 and the number 333988.

The movement is in excellent condition and the watch runs great. The watch has the 
tripled signed. It comes with a genuine black leather band and an Omega buckle. This 
watch comes with the original International guarantee papers dated January 1973 as well 
as the original box.

The story of Omega started in 1848 with Louis Brandt when he opened a “Comptoir 
d’etablissement” a sales office for sub-contracted watch manufacture. In 1880, the 
brothers Louis Paul and Cesar Brandt set-up a modern watch production unit. In 1889, the 
company had a production of 100,000 units per year. The name of Omega only appeared 
in 1903. Omega has developed amazing movements such as the “Labrador” in 1885. In 
1917, Omega provided watches to the British army and in 1918 to the American army. In 
1957, the speedmaster professional was born and then selected by the NASA in 1965 as 
the official timekeeper. Today, Omega continues to demonstrate mechanical innovation 
and remain one of the most prominent brands in the world of watchmakers.

Technical details

Movement with caliber 563, KM6323 serial number 333988, 17 jewels.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 33mm
Length including lugs: 40.5mm

Price: Sold
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